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MINUTES OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS 
MURRAY STATE COLLEGE 
APRIL 28, 1959 
THE BoARD OF REGENTS MET IN THE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT AT 1:00 P.M., C.S.T.t oN 
TuEsDAY, APRIL. 28, 1959, IN REGULAR SESSION, WITH THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS PRESENT: 
57 
MR. W. G. ScHOEPFLIN, MR •.. GLENN DoRAN, MR. ALTON B. MITCHEL.L, MR, JoHN B. BLACKBURN, 
MR. Louis LJTCHFJELo, AND DR. RoaERT R. MARTIN. MR, R. H. WHITE WAS ABSENT. CHAIRMAN 
MARTIN PRESIDED. 
MR. H. GLENN DoRAN RE-APPOINTED MEMBER OF THE BoARD oF REGENTS sv GoyERNOR A B. 
CHANDLER AoMINISTERED OATH OF OFFICE sv MRs. FAv W. SLEDD 
MR. H. GLENN DoRAN, MuRRAY, KENTUCKY,· wHo wAs RECENTL.Y RE-APPOINTED av THE 
HoNORABLE A B. CHANDLER, GovERNOR oF THE CoMMONWEALTH oF KENTucKY, AS MEMBER OF THE 
BoARD OF REGENTS OF MuRRAY STATE Cot..L.EGE, wAs ADMINISTERED THE OATH oF OFFICE BY 
MRs. FAY W. SLEDD, NoTARY PuBLIC. ON MARcH 31, 1959, GovERNOR A. B. CHANDLER APPOINTED 
MR. H. GLENN DoRAN TO THE BoARD OF REGENTS OF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE FOR A FOUR-YEAR 
TERM BEGINNING MARCH 31, 1959 AND ENDING MARCH 31, 1963, 
AGENDA 
PRESIDENT WooDS PRESENTED THE FOLLOWING AGENDA FOR THE MEETING: 
AGENDA 
OF 
MEETING OF BOARD OF REGENTS 
APRIL 28, 1959 
I. ELECTION oF VIcE CHAIRMAN AND SEcRETARY 
II. MINUTES oF THE BoARD MEETING HELD oN JANUARY 19. 1959 
Ill. REPORT oF THE CoMMITTEE oN ENTRANcE. CREDITs. CERTIFICATION. AND GRADUATION 
IV. CHANGE DEPARTMENT OF EoucATION TO DEPARTMENT oF EoUcATION AND PsycHOLOGY 
v. RESIGNATIONS 
NAME 
WILLIAM A. TAYLOR 




VI. LEAvEs oF AesENCE 
- ; .. 
MRs. LuciLLE THORN.TON 
LAwRENCE R1cKERT 
HARVEY LYNN ELDER 
ANN HERRON CoHRON 
DR. FoRREST PoGuE 








AssT. PROF,, LANG. AND LIT. 
AssiGNMENT 
CooK 
AssT. PRoF., FINE ARTs 
(NST. I MATHEMATICS 
AssT. LIBRARIAN 
PRoF., SociAL SciENCEs 


















JAMES F. Hu1E 








C. J. BRADLEY 






CooK, (FoR MRs, THORNToN) 
PART-TIME INsT., Eo. DEPT. 
CooK 
JANITRESS, CAFE.TERIA 
CLERK, PART-TIME, CAFETERIA 
INSTR •• MATHEMATICS 
CLERK, CAFETERIA 
CLERK, CAFETERIA 
PART-T.IME, Soc. Scr. 
MoNTHLY 
SALARY EFFECTIVE 
$145.00 4- 1-59--6-30-59 
150.00 4- 1-59--6-3Q-59 
135.00 4- 1-59--4-3Q-59 
90.00 2- 1-59--5-31-59 
150.00 5- 1-59--6-3Q-59 
175.00 3- 1-59--6-3Q-59 
100.00 3- 1-59--6-3Q-59 
572.00 7- 1-59--8- 7-59 
175.50 2-16-59--6-3Q-59 
175.50 2-16-59--3-2Q-59 
285.00 2- 1-59--6- 4-59 
475.00 2- 1-59--6- 4-59 
90.00 2- 1-59--5-31-59 
270.00 2- 1-59--5-31-59 
JosEPH J. PAscHALL 
(NST .• LANG. AND LIT. 
PART-TIME, BusiNESS DEPT, 
PART-TIME, BusiNESS DEPT, 
NJGHT WATCHMAN 6.oo~~'?.~T> 1.:.Z9-59--1-3t-59 
165.00 
RALPH TESSENEER PROF. OF PsvcHOLOGY 600.00 
(ANNUAL) 7 ,400. 00 
RALPH SLoW AssT. PRoF., l.ANG.,LIT<ANNuA4'!,700.00 
CHESTER W. ANDERSON, JR. INsT., SuP. TcH, TRN. ScH. 391.66 
WILLIAM 8. TAYLOR INsT., SuP. TcH, Sc1, TRN. ScH. 391.66 
MRs. VIRGINIA 5. TuRNER 1sT. GRADE, TRN. ScH. 
VIII. ADJUSTMENTS IN SALARY 
NAME AssiGNMENT FRoM 














IX. NrGHT AND SATURDAY CLASSEs, STuDY CENTERS. ADULT CLASSES IN HoME EcoNOMICS AND 
AGRICULTURE 
STuoy CENTERS 
·NAME LocATION CouRsE SEM. HRs. 
THOMAS B. HOGAN CAMP PADUCAH Bus1 NESS .221 3 
RoBERT ALsuP ) MARION EDuCATION G252 3 
VENONA RoGERs) 
VANDA J. GIBSON MARION EoucATION 109 3 
WILLIAM WALMSLEY MAxFIELD ART 102A,B 2 
ART 104A,B 2 
ART 201A,B 2 
NIGHT AND s~ .. T.URDAY CLAssEs 
NAME 
DoNALD HuNTER 
MARY L. BELOW 
PETE PANZERA 
JoE NELL RAYBURN 
REZINA SENTER 
RuBIE E. SMITH 
WILL FRANK StEELY 
SIDNEY P. Moss 






c. b. ELDRIDGE 
CouRsE SEMESTER HRs. 
EoucATION 300 3 
HoME EcoNOMICs 235 3 
GEOLOGY 229 3 
ENGLISH 105 3 
LIBRARY SciENCE 205A 3 
EDuCATION G213 3 
HISTORY 201 3 
ENGLISH I I I 3 
Music 110 3 
EDUCATION 227 3 
EDuCATION 209 3 
ENGLISH 105 3 
HoME EcoNOMJcs-~ADuLT CLAss 


























X. SABBATICAL LEAVES 
VANDA GIBSON--OFF SUMMER WITH PAY AT PRESENT RATE. 
RoBERT F. At..suF-"-oFF SUMMER wiTH PAY AT PRESENT RATE. 
REx ALEXANDER--OFF SUMMER WITH PAY AT PRESENT RATE. 
Ruav SJMPSON--OFF SUMMER wiTH PAY AT PRESENT RATE. 
M. G. CARMAN--OFF SUMMER WITH PAY AT PRESENT RATE. 
RuTH E. CoLE-OFF SUMMER WITH PAY AT PRESENT.-,RATE. 
RosE RIA WHJTNA~oFF suMMER wiTH PAv AT PRESENT RATE\ 
GERHARD MEGOW"""'-RESIGNED so SABBATICAL LEAVE IS CANCELLED, 
I XI. CoNTRACT WITH CALLOWAY CouNTY BoARD OF" EoucATION 
I 
I 
XII. CoNTRAcT WITH MuRRAY CoLLEGE ScHOOL CoMPANY 
XIII. CoNTRACT WITH DtviSION oF VocATIONAL EouCAIION 
XIV. REPORT oN SruoENT UNJON ButLDING 
XV. REPORT ON NEw MEN•s DoRMITORY 
XVI. PuRCHASE oF THE QR. CARR TRAcT oF LANe 
JN KEEPING WITH THE RESOLUTION PASSED BY THE BoARD ON JANUARY 19, AUTHORIZING THE 
PURCHASE OF THE 51 ACRES OF LAND NOW IN POSSESSION OF THE MuRRAY CoLLEGE ScHOOL 
COMPANY, MAY I SAY THAT THE PURCHASE WAS CONSUMMATED, A CHECK FOR $3,075 WAS 
GIVEN TO DR. CARR, AND A RECEIPT WAS SIGNED ON FEBRUARY 11, 1959. AN ABSTRACT 
oF TITLE wAs PREPARED AND A DEED MADE By THE MuRRAY CoLLEGE ScHOOL CoMPANY 
TO THE CoMMONWEALTH oF KENTUCKY FOR THE usE AND BENEFIT oF MuRRAY STATE 
CoLLEGE. SAID DEED IS RECORDED IN DEED BOOK 107, PAGE 48. 
XVII. PuRCHASE OF THE 32.8 ACRES OF LANe FROM THE MurSouTH CLAY CoMPANY 
PuRCHASE oF THE 32.8 ACRES OF LAND FROM THE MurSouTH CLAY CoMP.ANY BY THE 
CoMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY FOR THE usE AND BENEFIT oF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE 
WAS CONSUMMATED JANUARY 17, 1959, AND THE DEED IS RECORDED IN DEED BOOK 108, 
PAGE 30. 
XVIII. REPORT oF· THE NoRRIS STuDENT LoAN FuND 
XIX. REPORT OF THE NATIONAL DEFENSE 5-ruoENT LoAN PROGRAM 
XX. BuDGET- 1959-60 (SEE SEPARATE SHEETs) 
XXI. SALARY ScHEDuLE-- 1959-60 
XXII. REPORT oF THE AcTING BusJNEss MANAGER 
XXIII. 0rHER MATTERS TO BE PRESENTED To THE BoARD 
RHW;PR 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED, 
(S) R. H . .WooDs 
PRESIDENT 
SUPPLEMENTARY AGENDA 
MEETING OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS 
APRIL 28, 1959 
lA. MR. GLENN DoRAN. RE-APPOINTED MEMBER oF THE BoARD OF REGENTS BY GovERNOR A B. 
CHANDLER. ADMINISTERED oATH OF OFFICE BY MRs. FAv W. SLEDD. 
59 
60 
VII. EMPLOYMENT (coNrr) 
NAME AssiGNMENT 
HAzEL CowiN INsT., MATHEMATICS 
ELIZABETH McWHoRTER INsr., l.ANG, AND L1r. 
JAcK D. WILSON INsr., MATHEMATICS 
CAROLYN RoBERTS SEc., PRESIDENTts OFFICE 
MRs. EuNICE HARRIS EoucATION DEPT. 
VuRION ELKINS CooK 
NELL GRIFFIN 
MuRRAY A CowiE 
RAYMOND T. HEWITT 
Assr. PRoF., LANG. AND L1r. 
Assoc. PRoF,, LANG. AND L1r. 
DIRECTOR, STUDENT UNION BLDG. 
MANAGER, SNACK BAR 
JAMES W. PARK INsr., BusiNEss DEPT, 




$460.00 9- 3-59--6- 2-60 
522.22 9- 3-59--6- 2-60 
522.22 9- 3-59-~6-.2-60 
175.00 6-15-59--8-15-59 
191.66 JuNE 1959 
300.00 JuLY 1959 
77.00 AuGuST 1959 
145.00 4-25-59 
522.22 9- 3-59--6- 2-60 
540.00 9- 1-59--6-3Q-6.0 
225.00 6- 1-59--6-30-60 
225.00 
500.00 9- 3-59--6- 2-60 
EFFECTIVE 
Ocus Bovo CooK ro NlGHTWATCHMAN $150.00 $165.00 4-25-59 
XXIIIA. LocATION OF RAINEY T. WELLS MEMORIAL 
XXIIIe. DoNEE REsOLUTION FRoM THE DtviSJON OF PRoPERTY UrJLIZATJON 
AuTHORIZE THE PRESIDENT As A REPRESENTATIVE OF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE ro SIGN ANY 
DOCUMENTS REQUIRED BY THE DIVISION OF PROPERTY UTtL.IZATION AND FURTHER AUTHORIZE 
THAT sucH oocuMENTs CAN BE SIGNED BY JAMEs A RoGERs, THE TREASURER. 
MINUTES oF BoARD MEETING HEt..D oN JANUARY 19. 1959. APPROVE:D 
MortoN WAS MADE av MR. MJTCHEL.L. THAT THE MINUTEs OF THE BoARD MEETING HEL.D oN 
JANUARY 19, 1959, BE APPROVED AS SUBMITTED. THIS MOTION. WAS SECONDED BY MR, LITCHFIELD 
AND WAS CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY, 
MR. GLENN DoRAN ELECTED TO CONTINUE AS V1cE CHAIRMAN OF THE BoARD OF REGENTS 
MoTION wAs MADE BY MR. LITCHFIELD THAT MR. GLENN DoRAN BE ELECTED AS VICE CHAIRMAN 
oF THE BoARD OF REGENTS OF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE. THrs MOTION wAs sECONDED BY MR. 
MITCHELL. AND WAS CARRIED UNANIMOUSL-Y. 
v 
M1ss PArsy RowL.AND EL.ECTEo TO SERVE As SEcRETARY 
MoTION wAs MADE BY MR. DoRAN THAT M1ss PATSY RowLAND SERVE AS SEcRETARY OF THE 
BoARD oF REGENTs. THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. ScHoEPFLIN AND wAs CARRIED uNANIMOUSLY. 
REPORT oF THE CoMMITTEE oN ENTRANCE. CREDITs. CERTIFICATION AND GRADUATION APPROVED 
MoTION WAS MADE BY MR. DoRAN THAT IN KEEPING WITH THE RECOMMENDATION OF THE CoMMITTEE 
oN ENTRANCE, CREDITS, CERTIFICATION, AND GRADUATION THAT THE BoARD oF REGENTs APPROVE THE 
GRANTING OF DEGREES AND DIPLOMAS AS STATED IN THE FOL.L.OWJNG REPORT AND AUTHORIZE THE 
GRANTING OF DEGREES AND DIPLOMAS FOR THOSE::cOMPL.ETIHG ALL THE REQUIREMENTS BY JuNE 1, 
1959. 
APRIL 28, 1959 
To THE BoARD OF REGENTs 
MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE 
MuRRAY, KENTUCKY 
GENTLEMEN: 
As PER THE DUTIES ASSIGNED To THE CoMMITTEE oN ENTRANcE, CREDITS, CERTIFICATION AND 







THE FOLLOWING STUDENTS WERE GRANTED DEGREES JANUARY 29, 1959: 
BAcHELOR oF SciENCE IN AGRICULTURE 
RICHARD AoAMS 
DALL..AS THoMAS DoRAN 
Et..ooN EuGENE HEATHCOTT 
RANDALL HIGGINS 
LEo HILL 
PERRY MAc MILLS 
CARL.ESS JoEL OwENS 
JAMES RANDOLPH STEWART 
ALBEN BARKLEY TRAVIS 
EowJN EowARD WALPOLE Ill 
BAcHELOR OF SciENCE IN HoME EcoNOMICS 
LENORA ANN BARNETT 
HARRIET ANN CARTER 
PATSY Mcl<e:NZIE 
JEAN ANN MowBRAY OuTL..AND 
BAcHELOR OF Mustc EoucATION 
STAHLEY MARCIA MEENACH CRANE 
CHARLES ALviN CJsSELL 
BARBARA LEE ALLEN 
RICHARD CRENSHAW ALLEN, JR. 
EvELYN HuMPHREYS BRowN 
DAVID FARMER BRuCE 
CHARLES ARTHUR BuRNS 
CoRBETT DEMPSEY CL.ARK 
MAx WHEELER CooK 
WILLIAM THOMAS DAVIS 
JAMES BunDE EGNER 
LESLIE HoLMES Et..t..JS, JR. 
DoNALD MILTON FoRo 
JAMES LuTHER GoHEEN 
RoBERT PAuL ·HEAD 
SAMUEL JAcKsoN JoHNSON 
WILLIAM RoBERT KALER 
CHARLES EDwARD LAsH 
BAILEY MAGRUDER 
HuRCHEL FRANKLIN MYERS 
ROGER E. MYERS 
JuoiTH ANNE LEwis McBRIDE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
SAM JoNES LANcER, JR. 
WILLIAM DoNALD OvERBEY 
BAcHELOR oF SciENCE 
JERRY WAYNE McCoNNELL 
JAMIE HtLL. OvERTON 
JoHN 8ERDET PARKS 
PATRICIA ANN PERDEW 
RITA HuMPHREYS PETTY 
LARRY EARL PowELL 
VIcToR RAY PowELL 
HARoLD WAYNE PRow 
SHELBY GLEN RoBERTS 
LouzANE RoBINSON 
MERRIE ANNA SADLER 
GEORGE WILLIAM SHELTON' 
JAMES Louas STANLEY 
JERRY BYARS THOMAS 
NoRMA GA11... THOMAS 
PHILIP EowARD UsREY 
BtL-LY RAY VANWINKLE 
PATSY NADEAN WaLKINS 
DwiGHT L. WILKINSON:• 
NANcY RuTH WILLIAMS 
MAsTER OF ARTS IN EDuCATION 
MARTHA CARTER 
RoBERT BLAKEMORE CHILDRESS 
BuRNS DAvis 
LuLABELLE BEALE HoDGES· 
LuDA MAE JoHNSON 
MARY BELLE OvERBEY 
FoR THOSE APPLYING FOR DEGREES AND DIPLOMAS JuNE, 1959, WE RECOMMEND THE DEGREES 
BE GRANTED JuNE 1, 1959, IF THEY MEET ALL THEIR REQUIREMENTS FOR SAID DEGREES AND 
DIPLOMAS. 
(S) .HARRY M • .SPARKS 
(S) THOMAS B. HoGANCAMP 
(S) WILLIAM G. NAsH 
(S) R. w. FARRELL 
VERY TRULY YOURS, 
(S) CLEO GILLIS HEsTER 
(S) A. M. WoLFSON 
(6) H. L. OAKLEY 
(S) A. CARMAN 
THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. LITCHFIELD AND' WAS CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
CHANGE DEPARTMENT OF EouCATION TO DEPARTMENT oF EouCATJON AND PsxCHOLOGX APPROVED 
MoTION WAS MADE BY MR. DoRAN THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF EouCATION 
KNOWN AS THE DEPARTMENT oF-e:·ouCATrON-AND -PSYCHOLOGY. THIS MOTION 
MR. LITCHFIELD AND WAS CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
RESIGNATIONs AccEPTED 
BE CHANGED TO BE 
WAS SECONDED BY 
MoTION wAs MADE BY MR. ScHOEPFLIN THAT THE BoARD ACCEPT THE RESIGNATIONS AS sTATED 
IN THE AGENDA. THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. MITCHELL AND WAS CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
LEAVEs OF ABsENCE APPROVED 
MoTION wAs MADE av MR. DoRAN THAT THE BoARD uPON THE RECOMMENDATION OF THE 
PRESIDENT GRANT THE LEAVES OF ABSENCE AS SET FORTH IN THE AGENDA. THIS MOTION WAS 
SECONDED BY MR, MITCHELL. AND WAS CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
EMPLOYMENT APPROVED 
MOTION WAS MADE BY MR. LITCHFIELD THAT THE BOARD APPROVE THE ACTION OF THE PRESIDENT 
IN EMPLOYING THE PEOPLE AS SET FORTH IN ITEM VII OF THE AGENDA. THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED 
BY MR. 5cHOEPFLIN AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS! 
MR. ScHOEPFLIN, AvE; MR. DoRAN, AvE; MR. MITCHELL, AYE; MR. BLACKBuRN, AYE; MR. LITCHFIELD, 
AYE; AND OR. MARTIN, AYE. 
ADJUSTMENTS IN 5Al-A.RY APPROVED 
MoTION wAs MADE sy MR. LITCHFIELD THAT THE BoARD APPROVE THE ADJUSTMENTS IN sALARY 
AS STATED IN ITEM VIII OF THE AGENDA. THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. ScHOEPFLIN' AND THE 
ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS! MR. 5cHOEPFL.IN1 AVE; MR. 
DoRAN, AYE; MR. MITC~ELL, AvE; MR. BLAcKBuRN, AvE~ MR. LITCHFIELD, AvE; AND DR. MARTIN, AvE. 
NtGHT AND SATURDAY CLASSES. &ruDy CENTERS. AouLT CLASSES IN HoME EcoNOMICS AND 
AGRICULTURE APPROVED 
MorreN WAS MADE BY MR. BLACKBuRN THAT THE BoARD APPROVE THE RECOMMENDATION OF THE 
PRESIDENT REGARDING NIGHT AND SATURDAY CLASSES, STUDY CENTERS, ADUL. T CLASSES IN HoME 
EcoNOMICs AND AGRICULTURE. THIS MOTION wAs SECONDED BY MR. DoRAN AND THE ROLL. wAs CALLED 
I 
I 
oN ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTs: MR. ScHOEPFLIN, AvE; MR. DoRAN, AYE; MR. MITCHELL., 
AYEt MR. BLACKBURN, AY7t MR. LITCHFIELD, AYEt AND DR. MARTIN, AVE. 
SABBATICAL LEAVES APPROVED AND CANCELLATION OF DR. MEGOWts AccEPTED 
MoTION WAS MADE BY MR. DoRAN THAT THE BoARD AccEPT THE PRESIDENT'S REcOMMENDATION 
REGARDING FACULTY MEMBERS WHO ARE REQUESTING SABBATICAL LEAVES AND THAT 0R. MEGOWtS 
SABBATICAL. LEAVE BE CANCELLED. THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR, LITCHFIELD AND ,:.HE ROLL 
WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS: MR. 5cHOEPFLIN AYE; MR. 0oRAN1 
AvE; MR. MITCHELL, AvE; MR. BLACKBURN, AYE; MR. LITCHFIELD, AVEt AND DR. MARTIN, AYE. 
CoN:r:RAcT WITH THE CALL..OWAV CouNTY BoARD OF EDuCATION 
DR. WoODS PRESENTED -rHE FOLLOWING SUGGESTIONS FOR THE OPERATION OF THE TRAINING 
ScHOoL: 
SUGGESTIONS FOR THE OPERATION OF THE TRAINING SCHOOL 
THE SCHOOL POPUL..ATION IN THE AREA SERVED BY THE TRAINING ScHOOL HAS INCREASED SO 
RAPIDLY THAT THERE IS NOT SPACE TO TAKE CARE OF ALL THE CHILDREN WHO DESIRE TO GO TO THE 
TRAINING ScHOOL. To SOLVE THIS SITUATION THE FOLLOWING SUGGESTIONS ARE MADE: 
1. 8us:..ROUTES SHOUL..D BE ADJUSTED IN SUCH A:'.MANNER AS TO REDUCE THE ENROL.LMENT AT THE 
TRAINING ScHOOL. 
2. MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE WILL coNT.INUE TO OPERATE BUSES WITHIN THE ADJusTED ROUTES 
AT THE SAME TERMS APPLICABLE IN THE 1958-59 CONTRACT. 
3. MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE wiLL coNTINUE TO PROVIDE FOUR CLASSROOMS TO THE CouNTY FOR 





4. IT IS ANTICIPATED NOW THAT THE CoLLEGE WILL CHARGE $5.00 PER_SEMESTER TUITION IN 
THE FIRST SIX GRADES. THOSE GOING IN THE CoLLEGE OPERATED ROOMS WILL BE ENTITLED 
TO REMAIN IN THE TRAINING ScHOOL THROUGHOUT THEIR TWELVE YEARS OF SCHOOL. 
5. THE CoLLEGE WILL ESTABLISH PRIORITY WITH RESPECT TO ENROLLING THE FIRST SIX 
GRADES JN THE TRAINING ScHOOL, AS FOLLows: 
A. CHILDREN Now ENROLLED JN ANY cLAss IN THE TRAINING ScHOOL BuiLDING wiLL 
BE GIVEN FIRST CHOICE IN SEPTEMBER 1959. 
B. CHILDREN OF PEOPLE OFFICIALLY CONNECTED WITH THE CoLLEGE. 
C. YouNGER BROTHERS AND SISTERS OF CHILDREN ALREADY ENROLLED IN THE TRAINING 
ScHOOL, 
0. ENROLLMENT FROM ROSTER ACCORDING TO DATE OF APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION. 
(APPLICABLE rN. FUTURE YEARS) 
6. IT WILL BE NECESSARY TO LIMIT THE FIRST GRADE IN_ THE COLLEGE OPERATED ROOM AT 
THE TRAINING ScHOOL TO A MAXIMUM OF 30 PUPILS, FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR 1959-60. 
THE ENROLLMENT WILL. BE ESTABLISHED IN KEEPING WITH THE ABOVE PRIORITY, 
MoTION wAs MADE BY MR. LITCHFIELD THAT THE PRESIDENT BE AUTHORIZED To MAKE A 
CONTRACT WITH THE CALLOWAY CouNTY BoARD OF EDuCATION BASED ON THE suGGESTIONs sua-
MITTED TO THE BoARD, THIS MOTION wAs SECONDED BY MR, ScHOEPFLIN AND THE ROLL wAs 
CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS: MR. 5cHOEPFLIN, AYEf MR. DoRAN, 
AYEt MR. MITCHELL, AYEt MR. BLAcKBURN, AYE; MR. LITCHFIELD, AYEf ANo DR. MARTIN, AYE. 
CoNTRACT WITH THE MuRRAY CoLLEGE ScHOOL CoMPANy 
MoTION wAs MADE BY MR. BLACKBURN THAT THE BoARD AUTHORIZE THE PRESIDENT TO MAKE 
THE NECEssARY cONTRACT wiTH THE MuRRAY Cot...LEGE ScHoOL CoMPANY IN THE MATTER oF 
RENTING AND OPERATING LAND Now HELD av THE MuRRAY CpL.LEGE ScHOOL CoMPANY, THIS 
MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR, LITCHFIELD AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH 
THE FOLLOWING RESULTs: MR. ScHoEPFLIN, AvE; MR. DoRAN, AYE; MR. MITCHELL, AvE; 
MR. BLACKBURN, AvE; MR. LITCHFIEL-D, AYE; AND OR. MARTIN, AYE. 
CoNTRACT wiTH THE DIVISION OF VocATIONAL EouCATION 
MoTION.wAs MADE BY MR. LITCHFIELD THAT THE BoARD AuTHoRizE THE PRESIDENT TO SIGN 
•• 11 11 • 
ANY NECESSARY cONTRACTS wiTH THE DtviSJON OF VocATIONAL EDuCATION. THIS MOTION WAS 
SECONDED BY MR. MITCHELL AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING 
RESULTs: MR. ScHOEPFLtN, AvE; MR. Do~N, AYE; MR. MITCHELL, AYE; MR. BLACKBURN, AYEf 
MR. LITCHFIELD, AYEf AND DR. MARTIN, AYE. 
&PoRT ON THE STuDENT UNION BuiLDING 
OR. WooDs STATED THAT wE SHOULD BE IN THE STUDENT UN16N BuiLDING BY THE BEGINNING 
OF SUMMER SCHOOL, ALMOST ALL FURNITURE HAS BEEN PURCHASED, 
REPORT ON THE NEw MEN1S DoRMITORY 
63 
DR. Wooos REPORTED THAT THE HousiNG AND HoME FINANCE AGENCY STATES THAT THE MONEY 
FOR THE DORMITORY JS PENDING ON HousE BILL No. 2357 WHICH IS HELD UP IN CoNGRESS. IF THE 
BILL PASSES THEY WIL.L HAVE THE MONEY FOR US WITHIN TWO WEEKS. 
PuRcHASE OF DR. CARR TRACT OF l.ANo 
OR. WooDs REPORTED oN THE PuRcHASE OF THE OR, CARR TRACT oF LAND. THE REPORT IS 
STATED IN ITEM XVI OF THE AGENDA. 
PuRcHASE OF bANe FROM THE M1o-SouTH CLAy CoMPANy 
DR. Wooos REPORTED ON THE PURCHASE OF LAND FROM THE Mur-SouTH CLAY CoMPANY. THE 
REPORT IS STATED IN ITEM XVII OF THE AGENDA. 
H4 
REPORT OF THE THoMAs P, NoRRJS SruoENT LoAN FuNo 
MariON wAs MADE ev MR. MrrcHELL THAT THE BoARD ACCEPT THE REPORT OF THE THOMAS P. 
NoRRIS s,:uoENT LoAN FuND. THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR •. LITCHFIELD AND WAS CARRIED 
UNANIMOUSLY, 
REPORT OF THE NArroNAL DEFENSE SruoENT LoAN FuNo 
MR. J. MA.rr SPARKMAN wAS CALLED IN ro REPORT ro THE BoARo oN THE NAriONAL DEFENSE 
SruoENT LoAN FuNo. MR. SPARKMAN oJST~reurEo cOPIES OF INSTRUCTIONS AND INFORMATION AND 
FORMS WHICH ARE GIVEN TO STUDENTS APPLYING FOR A LOAN FROM THE NATIONAL DEFENSE STUDENT 
LoAN FuND. IT WAS STATED THAT ON FEBRUARY 16, 1959, MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE RECEI;,ED 
$8,666 FROM THE FEDERAL GoVERNMENT, AND THAT ADDITIONAL FUNDS ARE ANTICIPATED IN THE 
NEAR FUTURE. 
LoCATION OF ~JNEY I. WELLs MEMORIAL 
Mor1oN. wAs MADE BY MR. BLAcKBuRN THAT THE BoARD APPROVE THE REQUEST oF THE CoMMITTEE 
JN LOCATING THE MEMORIAL IN FRONT oF THE INDUSTRIAL ARTs BUILDING oN 15TH STREET. THIS 
MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. DoRAN AND WAS CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
DR. WooDs ANo-OR JAMES A ROGERS AuTHORIZED TO SIGN PRoPERTY UTILIZATION DocuMENTS 
DONEE RESOLUTION 
W~EREAS, THIS IS THE GOVERNING BoARD OF THE MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE, AND 
WHEREAS, IT IS A TAx-SUPPORTED OR A NON-PROFIT AND TAx-EXEMPT SCt:IOOL SYSTEM, 
SCHOOL, COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY, MEDICAL INSTITUTION, HOSPITAL, CLINIC, OR HEALTH CENTER, OR A 
CIVIL DEFENSE oRGANtzATION DESIGNATED PuRSUANT To STATE LAw, AND 
WHEREAS, THE PROPERTY REQUESTED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THIS RESOLUTION, IS USUABLE AND 
NECESSARY IN THE STATE FOR EDuCATION, PUBLIC HEALTH OR CtvtL DEFENSE PURPOSES FOR wHICH 
ACQUIRED, INCLUDING RESEARCH FOR ANY SUCH PURPOSE, AND FOR NO OTHER PURPOSE, AND 
WHEREAS, THE PROPERTY IS REQUIRED FOR USE TO FULFILL. AN EXISTING NEED AND IS NOT 
BEING ACQUIRED FOR ANY OTHER USE OR PURPOSE FOR USE OUTSIDE OF THE STATE OR FOR SALE,. 
AND, 
WHEREAS, FUNDS ARE AVAILABLE TO PAY THE COSTS OF CARE AND HANDLING INCIDENT TO 
DONATION, INCLUDING PACKAGING, PREPARING FOR SHIPPING AND TRANSPORTING SUCH PROPERTY, AND 
WHEREAS1 THE TERMs, cONDITIONs, ANo INSTRUCTioNs IMPOSED BY THE FEDERAL GovERNMENT 
AND THE DIVISION OF PROPERTY UTILIZATION WILL BE OBSERVED AND FUL.:.FILLED, AND 
WHEREAS, IT IS UNDERSTOOD THAT THE PROPERTY ACQUIRED REGARDLESS OF ACQUISITION COST .. " ,, .. 
SHALL BE ON AN AS IS , WHERE IS BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KINO. 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED: THAT DR, R. H. WooDs~ PRESIDENT, ANa-
OR JAMES A RoGERs, ARE HEREBY AUTHORIZED AS REPRESENTATIVES OF MuRRAY STATE CoLt_EGE 
TO SIGN ANY DOCUMENTS REQUIRED BY THE 0JSISION OF PROPERTY u..;.ILIZATION FOR THE SELECTION 
AND RECEIPT OF DONABL.E SURPLUS PROPERTY FROM THE FEDERAL GovERNMENT, AND 
THAT A CERTIFIED cOPY OF THE RESOLUTION BE FILED WITH THE DtvJSION oF PROPERTY UTILI-
ZATION AND THE SAME SHALL REMAIN IN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT UNTIL REVOKED BY WRITTEN NOTICE. 
MoTION wAs MADE BY MR. LrTCHFJELD THAT THE PRESIDENT ANO"""OR JAMEs .A RoGERS BE 
AUTHORIZED TO SIGN DOCUMENTS REQUESTED BY THE DIVISION OF PROPERTY UTILIZATION AND THAT 
THE FOREGOING RESOLUTION BE APPROVED, THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. DoRAN AND WAS 
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY, 
BuDGET FOR 1959-60 APPROVED 
PRESIDENT Wooos PRESENTED THE BUDGET FOR THE 1959-60 FISCAL YEAR: 
MURRAY STATE COLLEGE 1959-60 BUDGET 
THE FOLLOWING BUDGET IS SUBMITTED FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION. THIS BUDGET PROPOSAL IS BASED ON 
THE FOLLOWING: 









2. THAT WE HAVE AN ENROL.L.MENT EQUIVALENT TO 2150 FULL-TIME STUDENTS FOR THE 1959 FAL.L 
SEMESTER, 2Q5Q FULL-TIME- STUDENTS FOR THE 1960 .SPRING SEMESTER AND 1325 FULL-TIME 
STUDENTS FOR THE l96Q SUMMER SESSION WHO WILL PAY FULL REGISTRATION FEES. 
3. THAT wE HAVE A BALANCE OF $20,000.00 IN OUR REvOL-VING FuNo TO BRING FORWARD FROM THE 
1958-59 FISCAL YEAR AND THAT THE. DEPARTMENT OF. FtNANCE PERMITS THIS AMOUNT TO BE 
USED FOR OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE EXPENSES F.OR.THE .1959-GQ FISCAL YEAR, 
JF WE 00 NOT RECEIVE. OUR ~ULL LEGISLATIVE APPROPRIATION, AND 00 NOT COLLECT THE FULL 
REGISTRATION FEES FROM. AS MANY.STUDENTS AS L.ISTED IN No. 2 ABOVE, AND DO NOT HAVE 
$2Q,QQQ,QQ IN THE REVOLVING FuND TO BRING FORWARD FROM THE 1958-59 F.ISCAL. YEAR 1 IT WILL BE 
NECESSARY TO REDUCE THE. PROP.OSED EXPENDITURES LISTED IN THIS BUDGET IN ORDER TO OPERATE 
WITHIN THE FUNDS ACTUALLY RECEIVED. 
THE INCIDENTAL FEE OF $45.00 FOR THE REGULAR SEMESTERS IS ALLOCATED AS FOLLOws: 
BoNo RETIREMENT FOR HEALTH.BUILDING •. , •• 
BoNo RETIREMENT FOR GYMNASIUM BuiLDING .• 
BoNo RETIREMENT FOR FuTuRE BuiLDINGS • 
BuoGETED FOR OPERATING ExPENSES •.••••• 





THE INCIDENTAL FEE OF $22. 5Q FOR THE SUMMER SESSION IS ALLOCATED AS FOLLOws: 
BoNo RETIREMENT FOR HEALTH BuiLDING .• 
BoND RETIREMENT FOR FuTURE Bun.otNGS • 
BuDGETED FOR OPERATING ExPENSES, 
EsTIMATED RECEIPTS FROM JuL,Y I. 1959- JuNE 30. 1960 
I. EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL 





I. INciDENTAL .FEE (2150 REGULAR STuDENTS, FALL 1959 x $24.00) $51,600.00 
(2050 REGULAR STuDEN.TS, SPRING 1960 x $24.00) 49,200.00 




GENERAL LAs. FEE (2150 REGULAR STuDENTS, FALL 1959 x $3.00) 6,450.00 
(2050 REGULAR STUDENTS, SPRING 1960 X $3. 00) 6,150. 00 
(1325 REGULAR STuDENTS, SuMMER 1960 x $1.50) 1,987.50 
.(. 400' REGULAR STuDENTS, X $45 K 2 SEM, 1959-60) 36,000.00 
( 200 REGULAR STuDENTS x $22.50 FOR SuM. 1960) 4.500. 00 





LATE REGISTRATION •• 
Sq-~EDULE CHANGES •• 
8. CHEMISTRY BREAKAGE. 









5-ruoENT AcTIVITY FEE 
DIPLOMAS •••••• 
(2150 REGULAR STUDENTS, FALL. 1959 X $4. 50) 
(2050 REGULAR STuDENTS, SPRING 1960 x $4. 50) 
(1325 REGULAR STuDENTS, SuMMER 1960 x$1.50) 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS SuPPLIES • 
EXTENSION ••••••••••• 
STUDY CENTERS .••••••• 
TRAINING ScHOOL Tu1T.10N (SuMMER 1959). 
PARKING PERMITS ••• ·• ................. .. 























1. STATE APPROPRIATION ••••• $1,156,125.00 
66 
c. MISCELLANEOUS 
1. CoLLEGE NEws·-A.ovERTJSING 
2. FuEL AND UTILITIES (HEALTH BuiLDING- 12 MO. x $400) $4,800 
(FINE ARTs BLDG. - 12 MO. x $200) 2.400 
3. SuPPLIES FOR BoNDED BuJL.DINGS 
4. VETERANS TRAINING REPORTS . • 
5. G. E. D. TEsTS •• , ..••.•.• 
6. 0rHER INCOME .......•.... 
7. TRAINING ScHOOL (CLAsSROOM RENTAL) .••.. 
8. TRAINING ScHOOL (TRANSPORTATioN) •.••..••• 
9. VocATIONAL EoucATION (REIMBURSEMENT BAsis) . . 
10. VETERANS FARMER TRAINING (REIMBURSEMENT BAsis) 
D. ORGANIZED ActiVITIES RELATING TO EoucATIONAL C:aPARTMENT 
1. CoLLEGE GAMES REcEIPTS .•..•••••• 
2. TRAINING ScHoOL GAMES RECEIPTS ...• 
3. FARM SALES .................. . 
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL 





1. CAFETERIA- SELp-suPPORTING AND BoNDED AccouNT 
2. HoME MANAGEMENT HousE- SEL~SUPPORTING BASIS 
RooM RENT 
1. HoME MANAGEMENT HousE - SELF-SUPPORTING BAsts , ..•.. 
2. WELLS HALL (280 X 18 WKS X $3.50 PER WK, 1959 FALL SEM.). 
(270 X 18 WKS X $3.50 PER WK. 1960 SPR, SEM.), 
(100 X 8 WKS X $3.50 PER WK. 1960 SuM. SEs,). 
3, ORDWAY HALL( 80 X 18 WKS X $4.00 PER WK. 1959 FALL SEM.), 
( 60 X 18 WKS X $4.00 PER WK, 1960 SPR, SEM.), 
( 60 X 8 WKS X $4.00 PER WK. 1960 SuM SEs.) , . 
4. SwANN HALL (55 x 18 wKs x $3.00 PER wK. 1959 FALL SEM.) . 
( 40 X 18 WKS X $3.00 PER WK, 1960 SPR. SEM.), 
5. EAsT HALL ( 3 APTS. x $30.00 PER MO, x II Mo.). 
( 2 APTS. x $35.00 PER Mo. x II Mo.). 
( 3 RooMs x $3.00 PER WK. x 36 wKs,) 
6. WHITE HousEs(l3 .UNITS. x $20.00 x II Mo.} .... 
(16 UNITS X $23.00 x.ll Mo.). 
( 3 UNITS x.$33.00 x II. Mo.) ..... 
7. APARTMENTS (56 x $20.00 PERMO, x II Mo.) .• 
( 8 X $30.00 PER MO. X II MO.). 
8. BAILEY HousE (12 Mo. x $50.00 PER Mo.) . 
.9. RooM. DEPOSITS (500 x $5.00~ ...... .. 
BooKsTORE -:- BoNDED AccouNT .. .. 
CANNERY, .. 
I. SALES AND CANNING. F.EES . 
J ... TRAINING .ScHOOL. LuNCHROOM (REIMBURSEMENT BAsis) • 
















































Ill .. AMOUNT BROUGHT FORWARD FROM 1958-59 FISCAL YEAR. . . . • . . . $ 20,000.00 
REVOLVING FuND RECEIPTS ..... , .. , .... , . . . . . . . . . . . . .·$ 403,761.00 
STATE APPROPRIATION FOR OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE . ••••.•. · ... '1, 156,125.00 
EsTIMATED AMouNT TO BE BRouGHT FoRwARD FROM 1958-59 FISCAL YEAR 20.000.00 
ToTAL EsTIMATED INcOME AS LISTED AeovE FOR 1959-60 ........ . 1,579,886. 00 




§;DUCAIIONM. AND GENERAL 
A 
B. 
SALARIES STUDENT TRAVEL CAPITAL • TOTAL 
GENERAL AoMJNISTRATION WAGES OuTLAy --
I. BoARo oF REGENTS •• $ ---- --- ·450.00 ----
2. PRESIDENTIS OFFICE. •. 20,180.00 --- 1,200.00 --
3. BustNEss OFFICE ..••. 36,360.00 ----- 50Q,QQ ---
ToTAL GENERAL. AoMJNISTRATJON $56,540.00 ---- 2,150.00 ----
GENERAL. ExPENSES 
STUDENT SERVICES 
I. REG I STRAR1 s OFFICE 29,000.00 --- 250.00 215.00 $29,465.00 
2. DEAN OF STUDENTS 11,520.00 940.00 400.00 --- 12; 860.00 
3. HEALTH SERVICE. 8,120.00 ---- ----- ---- 8, 120.00 
4. THE SHIELD . .... ---- 4ljO.QO ---- ---- 45Q,OQ 
$48,640.00 1,390.00 650.00 215.00 $50,895.00 
5. SociA'- CoMMJIJ:EE 
Fooo PRooucTs . . . ....... 300.QO 
ToTAL STuoENT SERVICES . $51,195.00 
GENEBaL INsTt;J"UTJONAL ExPENSES STuDENT CAPITAL. 
SALARIES WAGES TRAVEL 0uTLA;:( I orAL 
6. Pust..Jc RELATIONs. . . . . . . . . $34,980.00 $1,200.00 $4,000.00 ---- $40,180.00 
STAFF BENEFITS 
F.I.C.A TAXES (2-1/2 PERCENT OF $113,020.00) EMPLOYERIS SHARE $2,825.00 
KE.R.S. CoNTRIBUTIONS (4 PERCENT-oF $52,500.00) EMPLOYER SHARE 2;]00.00 4,925.00 
7. UNDISTRIBUTED ExPENSES 
STUDENT WAGES (TELE. OPERATORS AND MESSENGER SERlf.). 
PosTAGE, FREIGHT, AND ExPREss · .. ·. · .•. · •.. 
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH SERVICE, • · •.• -.• ·. 
PRINTING AND AovERTJSJNG .••••. ·• ·• ·• · ••• 
REPAIRS xo OFFICE MAcHINEs ANo· EQUIPMENT -. 
OFFICE SuPPLIES AND MATERIALS · .. -. · •.• ·. ·• ·, 
. ·, ·. 
. -. · ... 
PREMiuM oN F1oELITY BoNos AND BuRGLARLv INSURANCE. 
0rHER ExPENSEs. ·. 
REFUNDED FEES . .... 
8. RENTAL OF Bu1LOINGS 
HEALTH BuiLDING ($600.00 x 12 Mo.)·, .... , . . ·. 
FINE ARTS BuiLDING ($200.00 x 12 Mo.)·,· .. ·. · .. 
NEw GYMNASIUM ($600.00 ·x· 1·2 Mo.),·.·.·.·,·.· .•....... 
ToTAL GENERAL INSTITUTIONAL ExPENSE . 
ToTAL GENERAL ExPENsE .•• ·. ·. ·• ·• ·, ·. ·• · •.•• 


















INSTRUCTION 5AL.ARJ§S WAGES TRAVEL''- SuPPLIEs MATS. EQUIP OuTLAY ICTAL 
DEAN OF FACULTY $ 15;100.00 500. $ 15,600.00 
2. kRlCUL TURE 28,846.66 400 .. ·450 roo 350 ·100 30,246.66 
3. BJOL. SciENCES 34,011.66 1,200 300 75 2,100 200 1,150 39,036.66 
4. 
5. 
BusiNESS 62,875.00 1,200 400 350 400 1,400 3,532 70,157.00 
EoucATJON 55,350.00 750 6,300x 300 475 100 63,275.00 
X (VISITING STUDENT TEACHERS $ 700, STUDENT TEACHER TRAVEL $5,000, DEPARTMENTAL TRAVEL 
$60G-TOTAL $6,300) 
6'R 
STUDENT OFFICE SuP.- REPS.TO CAPITAL. 
c. INSTRUCTION SALA!JIES WAGES 
6. IN.-SER. TcH Eo. $ 2,900.00 200 
7. FINE ARTS 91,146.67 5,000 
8. HEAL.TH AND P. E. 55,494.00 1,098 
9. HoME Ec. 31 ;615.00 1,130 
10. IND. ARTS 33,900.00 1,540 
II. LANG. AND LIT. 97,476.70 1,944 
12. L1s. SciENCE 7,000.00 150 
13. MATHEMATICS 31,262.57 
14. Mu .... SciENCE 2,880.00 600 
15. NuRs. Eo. 7,649. 98 420 
16. PHvs. SciENCES 56,901.66 6,100 
17. · Soc. SciENcEs 47,130.00 390 
18. ExT. (GRo. PAPERs) 4,500.00 
19. STUDY CENTERS 3,000.00 
20. NIGHT,5AT. CLASSES 7,000.00 
21. SuM. SAe. LEAVE 9,0QO,OO 
$685,039.90 22,122 
F.I.C.A TAxEs- 10,460.24 
EMPLOVERIS SHARE 
(2-t/2 PERCENT OF 
$418,409. 07) 
K.E.R.S. CoNTR. 291.36 
(4'.oF $7,284.00) 
ToTAL. $695,791.50 22,122 
xx LoNG OasTANCE TELEPHO_NE 
y DEBATE TRAVEL. $ 900.00 
DEPARTMENTAL. TRAVEL. 250.00 
$1,150.00 
!RAVEL. SuPPLIES MATS. Esuop 
900 50 120xx --- --
1,200. 450 3,000 1,300 
500 150 2,500 200 
600 160 1,200 200 
400 90 6,050 350 
l,l50v 150 700 150 
125 50 600 50 
50 25 
300 25 110 50 
350 50 500 150 
450 150 3,300 500 
300 75 .3PO 50 
1,800 
16,025 2,275 21,705 4,825 
16,025 2,275 21,705 4,825 
D. ORGANIZED AcTIVITIES RELATING TO EouCATIONAL DEPARTMENTS 
1. TRAINING ScHOOL 
SAL.ARIES •• 0 •••••• 
TRAVEL ... 0 •••••• 
OFFICE SuPPLIES ..••. 
REPAIRS TO EQUIPMENT • . 
LAuNDRY AND 0Rv CLEANI~G • . • • 
............ $ 


















REcREATIONAL SuPPLIES .•• , .' •.•. · •. · .. · 
CLASSROOM SuPPLIES • ...•••••..... 
NEw EQUIPMENT AND FuRNITuRE .• ••. · ••. 
MAINTENANCE oF BuiLDING . .•••...••• 
3,000.00 
. . . . . . . . . . ·--~~~.Q~oo~·~oo~ 
























KE.R.S. (4%oF $2,200.00) .EMPL.OYERtS SHARE ....... . 4400 $108,108.04 
TRAINING ScHOOL ATHLETICs 
TRAVEL. .•........... · .... • .• .· ...... · .. • ........ $ 
CoNTRACTs AND OFFICIALS • ••..•... • •.•. • ...•...•••. 




UNIFORMs, EQuiPMENT, AND SuPPLIES . 300.00 .. . .. .. .. . .. .. ·--===-
2. DuPLICATING SERVICE 
SALARIES . 0 ••••••••••••• • .... · ................ $ 
STUDENT WAGES .••••.•• 
REPAIRS TO EQUIPMENT . ••..••• 
. -





















3 .. CoLLEGE NEws (JouRNALISM LA.aoRATORY) 
STuDENT WAGES 
PosTAGE •••••••••••• 
TRAVEL .•••••.• · •••• 
PRINTING, CuTs, AND MATs 
REPAIRS TO EQUIPMENT. 
OFFICE SuPPLIES. 
MISCELLANEOUS ••• · •• 







4. PuBLIC ExERCISES ANo AssocaATJoH MEM·aE:RsHiP. DUE's 
CoMMENCEMENT ExERCISES • • • • • • • • • • • •••••• 
Aovi.soRv CoNFERENcEs ... · ••..•••.... :·. • • • • • . • • • . 
MEMBERSHIP DuEs TO, AccREDITI.NG AsSocJAT'JONs ·• · ... 
Cav1c CoNCERT AssociATION FOR STuDENTS AoM'JSstoN. 
5. FooTBALL 
SruoENT WAGEs- TAAINER (16 wKs. x $10.00)". 
ScHOLARSHIPS (36 x $11.05 x 35 wKs.). • •. 
ON CAMPus ExPENSES (MEALS 'FoR EARLY 'pAAc.TJCE; AF-rER 
GAME MEALS, BANQUETS, VISITING ATHLETES, AND MEDICAL EXP,) 
REPAIRS TO UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT • • • • • ••• 0 • 
TRAVEL ExPENSE (TAANsPORTAi-J.oN; MEALS AND LODGING), 
CoNTRACTS AND OFFICIALS FOR HoME GAMES 
LAuNDRY AND DRY CLEANING ••• · •• ·• 
UNIFORMS• EQuiPMENT, AND SuPPLIES. 
INSURANCE ON PLAYERS .• 
BooKs (36 x $2.9.00). 
6. BASKETBALL 
STuDENT WAGES- TRAINER (19' WKS. 'x $10.00). ·. ·. · ... 
ScHOLARSHIPS (19 x $11.05 x 35 wKs:). • • ••••• 
ON CAMPUS ExPENSES (AFTER GAME MEALS, BANQUET~ ViSITING. 
ATHLETES, AND MEDICAL EXPENSE) ·, , ·, , ·• ', ·• ·• , , , , , , , , , 
REPAIRS TO UNIFORMs AND EQuiPMENT • • • • • • ••••• 
TRAVEL ExPENsEs (TRANSPORTATION, MEA·Ls; AN'D l.o'DGaNG). ·• · 
CoNTRACTS AND OFFICIALS FOR HoME GAMES 
LAuNDRY AND DRY CLEANING •• , •• 
UNIFORMs, EQuiPMENT AND SUPPLIE·s • 
INSURANCE ON PLAYERS • 
BooKs (19 x $2.9.00). 
7. BAsEBALL 
SruOENT WAGEs - MANAGER (5 wKs.' X $10.00) 
ON CAMPUS ExPENsEs. • • • •••••••• , ••••••• 
TRAVEL. ExPENSES (TRANSPORTATION, MEAt...s." AN.D 'LooGJ.NG)'. •• 
OFFICIALS FOR HoME GAMES •• ·• 
LAuNDRY AND DRY Ci...EANING •••••• , 
UNIFORMs, EQUIPMENT AND SuPPi...tE·s ·• 
INSURANCE ON PLAYE,RS , 
8. TRACK 
SruoENT WAGES- TRAINER (5 wKs. x· $1().00). · .. 
ON CAMPUS ExPENsEs. • • •••• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
TRAvEL ExPENSES (TRANSPORTAT,ON, 
LAuNDRY AND DRY CLEANING. • ••• 
UNIFORMS, EQuiPMENT, AND SuPPLIES. 
INSURANCE ON CANDIDATES • 
9. TENNIS 
ON CAMPUS ExPENSES, 
TRAVEL ExPENSE (TRANs.P0RTATION, MEALs, AND LoDGING). 
LAuNDRY AND DRY CLEANING. • • . • • 
UNJVORMs, E.QUIPMENT, AND SuPPLIES. 





















































SAL.ARIES AND WAGES • 
VETERINARY AND TESTING SERVICE. 
TRAVEL ExPENSES ••• · •••.•••• 
ELECTRICITY AND TELEPHONE •••• 
MAINTENANCE OF VEHJcl.Es AND EgurPME.NT 
MAINTENANCE OF BuiLDINGs AND GROr.iNoS 
DAIRY PRODUCTS •••• : ••••• 
FEEos' AND FoRAGE ••• : ••••• 
MoTOR FuELS AND LuBRICANTS • 
HEATING FuELS ••••••••••• 
VETERiNARY MEDICAL SuPPLIES. 
AGRICULTURAL SuPPLIES. 
SEED AND FERTILIZER •• 
CoMMERCIAL SuPPLIEs • 
INSURANCE • 0 ••••••• 
MISCELLANEOUS, 0 • 0 0 • 
MAcHINERY ANo IMPLEMENTs (INcL·uor·NG 'RENTAL 'oF EQuiPMENT) 
Bun .. DJNG AND F1xEo EQ.UIPMENT • •• • •• •• ·• ·• · •• ·• · •• ·• • •• · ••• 
F.I.C.A TAX- 2-1/2"/oF $18,920.00 (SALARIES $17,120.00 
MAINTENANCE.VALUE $1,800'.00) ·. 





















'MAINTENANCE. VAL.UE $1,800.00) ...... _ _,5::.:3.::;6...,. 8~0:.... 





PRINTING AND BINDING. 
REPAIRS TO EcutPMENT. 
OFFICES SuPPLIES •••• 
BooKs AND PERIODICALS 
F. I. C. A TAx (2-tj2~oF- $23,570.00)' EMPLO.YER•s SHARE. 
ToTAL. LIBRARY ••••••••••• · •• ·• ·• · •• · •••• ·• • •• ·• ·• 










SALARIEs AND WAGEs . ~ ......... ·. ·. ·. · ... ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·$ 81,59o:oo · 
STuDENT WAGES (I ADM. BLDG; I LIB. BLDG.; 2 sc1. BLDG.; I TRN,ScH) 1,900.00 
SEASONAL LAseR FOR BuiLDINGS AND GRouNDs • • • • • • • • • • • • 5,500.00 
FREIGHT AND ExPREss. : ••••••••• • ••• · •• ·• · ••••••••• , • 300.00 
TRAVEL .......... · ....... · .. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. 
ELECTRICITY, WATER, A·No SEwERAGE .••••••••••• , •• 
MAINTENANCE OF VEHICLES AND EQu.JPME.NT ·• ·• · •• ·• ·• ·• ·• ·• · •• 
MAINTENANcE OF BuiLDiNGS AND GRoUN'oS ·• ·• •• ·• ·• ·• ·• 
LAuNDRY AND DRY Cl-EANING, •• · · · · · · · 
OFFICE SuPPLIES .••••••••• 
MoTOR F.uELS AND LuBRICANTs • 
HEATING FuELS .•••••••••• 
JANITORIAL SuPPL.IES ••••• , • 
HousEHOLD AND KITCHEN SuPPLIES. 
AGRICULTURAL AND BoTANICAL SuPPLIES • 
INSURANCE • • • • • ••••• 
MISCELLANEOUS, 0 ••• :· •••••• •• •• •• •• •• •• 
F.I.C.A TAx (2-l/2"7.oF $80,690.00) EMPLOYER•s SHARE , .. 
K,E,R,S, (4'!i:oF $73,958.00) EMPLOYERIS SHARE.,,. , . , , , 
ToTAL OPERATION AND MAINTENANcE OF PHYstC:Ai. ·PLANT.·. 
























$1,'496 ,159. 36 
I 
I 
II. AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
G. RESIDENCE HALLS 
1. HoME MANAGEMENT HousE- 5EL~su~PO~TI~G BAS_lf¥o 
THIS AMOUNT IS NOT INCLUDED IN RECEIPTS NOR EXPENDITURES. 
2. WE66S HAL6 
SAL.ARIES AND WAGES . • • • 0 • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • 
5T~DENT WAGES (6 MONITORS AND 2, FOR OFFICE) , 
REPAIRS TO EQUIPMENT • ••• 
MAINTENANCE OF BuiLDINGS • 
LAuNDRY AND DRY CLEANING. 
OFFICE SuPPLIES. 
JANITORIAL SuPP.LIE_S • 
HousEHOLD SuPPLIES . 
MtscELLANEOus. 
Ns:w EQuiPMENT ••• 
•.• .• 
F.I.C.A TAx- 2-tj2'l.o<' $7,980.00 (SALARIES $7,380.00 
MAINTENANCE VALUE $600,00). 
K E. R S. - 4'l.o" $4,020.00. . • . . • . . . . . .. 
3. ORDWAY HALL 
SALARIES AND WAGES • 
STUDENT WAGES 0 •• 0 
REPAIRS TO EauJPMENT . • 
MAINTENANCE OF BuiLDING. 
LAuNDRY AND 0Rv CLEANING. 
OFFICE SuPPLIES. • •• 
JANITORIAL SuPPLIES.· -. 
NEw EQUIPMENT 
F.I.C.A TAx- 2-t/2.'1.= .$6,92~.00 (!;;ALARIES $6,446.00, 
MAINTENANCE VALUE $480.00). 
KE.RS.- 4"loF' $6,576.00 (SALARIES $6,096.00, 
MAINTENANCE VALUE $480.00). 
4. EAST HALL 
SALARIES FOR CLEANING AND FtRING f:="uRNACE. 
MAINTENANCE OF ~UI~DI~G. 
JANITORIAL. SuPPLIES .•••••••• 
HousEHOLD AND KITCHEN, SuPPLIES. 
5. SwANN HAL.L 
SALARIES •• . . . . . . . . . . 
MAINTENANCE OF BuiLDtN~ • • 
LAuNDRY AND DRY CL~NING. 
JANITORIAL SuPPLIES • 
Ne:w EQUIPMENT ...••. 
0 •• 
F.I.C.A TAx (2-1/2~oF' $1,200.00) E..;.PL.OY~R•s S~ARE. 
KE. R. S. (42o<' $1,200.00) EMPLOxE.R•s. SHARE .• 
I 6. WooDs HALL SALARIES AND WAGES •• 
STUDENT WAGES 
TRAVEL. . 0 ••• 
PRINTING. • . • . • . 
MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT. 
MAINTENANCE OF BuiLDING . • 
LAuNDRY AND DRY CLEANING. 
OFFICE SuPPLIES . ••• 
JANITORIAL SuPPLIES . 
HousEHOLD SuPPLIES • 






















































F.I.C.A TAx- 2-1/2ZoF $16,245.00 (SALARIES $15,285.00, 
MAINTENANCE VALUE $960.00). . $ 406.13 
KE. R. s. - ~OF $9,795.00 (SALARIES $8,835.00, 
MAINTENANCE VALUE $960.00). 
ToTAL RESIDENCE I-IALLS. .................... 
H. HousiNG 
I. WHITE HousEs 
MAINTENANCE OF BuiLoDINGS . ·. ·. ·, ·, ·. ·• 
MISCELLANEOUS (GARBAGE DISPOSAL. SERVICE) .. 
2. APARTMENTS 
MAINTENANCE oF BuJL·DJNGs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
MisCELLANEous (GARBAGE DtsPOSAL.. SERVIcE) • 
ToTAL· HousiNG . ••...... ·, ·. 
J. CAFETERIA AND LuNCHROOM 
1. CAFETERIA- (BoNDED BuiLDING) 
. . 
. . . 




$. 1.,000.00 . 
200.00 
. .... 4,000.00 
2QO,OO 
THE EXPENSES FOR OPERATING THIS LUNCHROOM ARE REIMBURSED 
ev THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EoucATION, VocATIONAL:. DIVISION, 
LuNCHROOM PROGRAM, 
3 .. CANNERY 
SALARIES, 
CoMMERCIAL SuPPLIES . 
REPAIRS TO EQUIPMENT. 
0rHER ExPENSES. . . 
"o "o 





MISCELLANEOUS • ..• "o • . ...•.... ·~·--~·10~0~,0~0~ 
F.I.C.A TAx (2-1/2"l.oF $1,800.00) EMPLOYERtS SHARE. 
3,400.00 
. . • ----'4""5"'". o.,o._ 
TOTAL AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Ill. PLANT ADDITION 
1. CAPITAL. OuTLAY 
l.ANo PAYMENTS (PAYMENTS MADE TO MuRRAY CoL.L.EGE ScHOOL. Co.) 
BAPTIST PocNoc GRouND ....•..........•. $672.00 
MAsSEY LANe. . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . 900,00 $ 1.572. 00 
ToTAL: PLANT AoorTJON .• ·o ·• ·• ·• •• · ••• •• ·, 
IV. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION INSURANCE 
EsTIMATED PREMIUM FOR FrscAL. YEAR . 
. STUDENT UNION BUILDING· · · · · · · · · · · · 
SALARIES • .•.•. 
SruoENT WAGES . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... $ 8,900.00 
• • • • 0 . • 0 .• . .. ·. 
TRAVEL ...... . . ; . . . . . ·. 
OFFICE SuPPL.IES. · ... 
REPAIRS TO EQUIPMENT • . 
F. I. C. A TAx (2-V2%oF $8,900.00)·. · .. . 
KE.R.S. (4ZoF $8,900.00) ...... . 
ToTAL. OPERATION OF 5-ruoENT UNION BuiL.DING. 
ToTAL. EsTIMATED ExPENDITUREs AS L.ISTEo ABOVE ·. ·. ·. ·. 
CoNTINGENT FuNo • • . . . . • . . . • . . . · · · · · 






























RALPH H. WooDs. 
PATSY RoWLAND 
J. w. CARR 
BusiNEss OFFICE 
FAY W. SLEDD 
JAMES A ROGERS 
















GENERAL EXPENSES- STuoENT SERVICE 
REGISIRARts OFFICE 




WANDA FARMER DICK 
REGISTRAR•s AssiSTANTs 
DEAN OF SruoENTS 
J. MATT SPARKMAN 
RueYE K PooL 
HEALTH SERVICE 
JAMES c. HART 
ELLA MuRRAY I<EE 
PuBLIC RELATIONS 
M. 0. WRATHER 
MARTHA GUIER 
VERNON SHOWN 






DEAN OF FACULTY 
WtLLIAM G. NAsH 
SARAH H. PANZERA 
Ji.GRlCUL.TURE 
A CARMAN 
E. B. HoWToN 







DEAN OF 5-ruoENTS 













PRoFESsOR (JuLY~ AuG •. ·1959) 
PRoFESSOR 










































RoaERT L. HENDON 
ARLIE ScoTT 
(SE.,.,-, 1,. 59 - .JUNE 30, • 6o-$658 PER MO.) 
Assc. PRoF. 5,250.00 
6,300.00 
6,300.00 






















A. M. HARVILL, JR. 
c. WESLEY KEMPER 
Bust NESS 
THOMAS B. HOGANCAMP 
F. M. GutG'-'ES 
VERNON ANDERSON 






v. w. PARKER 
DAVID L. PINSON 
EouCATJON 
HARRY M. SPARKS 
R. B. PARSONS 
RoaERT F. ALsuP 
EDwARD F. BRuNNER 




(JuLY AND AuG. 1959- $1,416.66) 




INsTRUCTOR (9 Mo.) 
PROFESSOR 
Assc. PRoF. 










INSTRUCTOR (9 Mo.) 
PROFESSOR 
PRoFEssoR 
'(Jul.y AND AuGUST 1959-$1,200) 
























(Ju'-'Y AND AuGUST 1959--$1,200) 
(SEPT, I, 1959-JuNE 30, 196G--$6,400) 
Assc. PRoF. 6,300.00 
Assc. PRoF. 6,300.00 
Assc. PRoF. 6,500.00 
ExTRA FOR SuMMER ScHOOL 800.00 
SECRETARY (PART-TIME) 
OFF-CAMPUS PRACTICE TEACHING 
950.00 
3,000.00 
7,400.00 RALPH A TESSENEER PROFESSOR 




PAuL W. SHAHAN 
CLARA M. EAGLE 
RoBERT K. BAAR 
RoBERT EuGENE JoHNsoN 
NEALE B. MASON 
DAVID J. GowANs 
WILLIAM G. BoAz 
R. w. TERHUNE 
RoMAN PRYOATKEVYTCH 
JoHN C. WINTER~ 
BLAINE BALLARD 
WILLIAM A WALMSLEY 
JosiAH DARNALL 
(ToTAL SALARY $6,250, 
DoNALD L. CAMPBELL 
CoNsULTANT 








(JuLY AND AuGusT 1959--$1,033.33) 
(SEPT. I, 1959-JuNE 30, 196.G-$5,583.34) 
AssT. PRoF, 6,100.00 
AssT. PRoF. 6,400.00 
AssT. PRoF. 6,000.00 
AssT. PRoF. 6,000. 00 
AssT. PRoF. 6,000.00 
AssT. PRoF. 6,100.00 
AssT. PRoF. 6,000.00 
AssT. PRoF, 6,100.00 
INsTRU.CTOR 5,700.00 
AssT. PRoF. 5,800.00 
AssT. PRoF. , 1,950.00 
SEE TRAINING ScHOOL FOR BALANCEOF SALARY) 
AssT. PRoF. (10 Mo.) 5,000.00 
SECRETARY, PART-TIME 1,800.00 
PART-TIME STUDENTS (9 MO.) 290.00 
RtcHARD JAcKsoN 
PART-TIME STuDENTS 
INSTR. (2 MO.) 
190.00 
900.00 












HEALTH AND PHysiCAL EouCATION 
Rov STEWART 
REx ALEXANDER 
0. J. CuLLIVAN 
CARRIE A WHITE~ 
CAt.. LuTHER 







ELIZABETH L. ORDWAY 
ALTA v. PRESSON 
MARY L. BELOW 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
H. L. OAKLEY 
GEORGE T. LILLY 
JoE CowiN 
PAuL LYNN 
LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE 
GuY A BATTLE 
SIDNEY P. Moss 
J. ALBERT TRACY 


























































(JuLY AND AuGUST 1959--$1,116.66) 
(SEPT. I, 1959-JuNE 30,196Q--$5,883.34) 
BEATRICE FRYE 
RoBERT K PAYNE 
ONNJE SKINNER 
LYNN WINGET..: 
ANNIE P. MARKHAM 
CLELL T. PETERSON 










Assc. PRoF'. 5,847. 10 





(IQ MO. 4 DAYS) 
AssT. PRoF', (9 Mo.) 
AssT. PRoF'. 
INsTRucToR (9 Mo.) 
INsTRUCTOR 1(9 Mo.) 
AssT. PRoF'. (9 Mo.) 
INSTRUCTOR (10 Mo.) 
Assc. PRoF, 
PART-TIME AssT. (2Mo.) 
PROFESSOR 
(JuLY AND AuGUST 195~$1,416.66 
SEPT. I, 1959-JuNE 30, 196Q--$7,500) 
Assc. PRoF. 
INSTRUCTOR (9 Mo.) 
AssT. PROF'. (10 Mo.) 
AssT. PRoF. 



































W. E. BLACKBURN 
RoBERTA WHJTNAH 
PETE PANZERA 
WILLIAM G. READ 
A. G. CANoN 
KARL HussuNG 
TED M; GEORGE 
MAuRICE CHRISTOPHER 
Soc&AL SciENCEs 
C. S. LowRY 
WILL FRANK STEELY 
JAMES PAUL MATTHAI 
AusuRN WELLS 
EcwiN J. STEYTLER 
Eo D. DuGGINS 





AND Assc. PRoF. 







SEPT. I, 1959-JuNE 30, 196~$$5,666. 66) 
PART-TIME AssT. 900.00 
PROFESSOR 9,116.66 
(JuLY AND AuGuST 1959--$1,450.00 
SEPT, I, 1959-JuNE 30, 196o--$7.,666. 66) 
Assc. PRoF. 6,200.00 
PROFESSOR 7,800.00 
PROFESSOR 7,800.00 
AssT. PROF. 6,200.00 
AssT. PRoF. 6,700.00 
AssT. PROF. (9 MO.) 5,085.00 
AssT. PROF. 5,900.00 
INSTRUCTOR (PART-TIME) 2. I 00.00 
PROFESSOR 9,000.00 
Assc. PRoF. 6,700.00 
AssT. PROF, 6,200.00 
AssT. PROF, 6,000.00 
Ass c. PROF. 6,400.00 
AssT. PRoF. (9-!(Mo,) 5,130.00 
INSTR., PART-TIME(9 MQ.) 2,200.00 
AssT. PRoF, (10 Mo,) 5,500.00 
ORGANIZED ACTIVITIES RELATING TO EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENTS 
TRAINING ScHOOL 
WILSON GANTT 
BILLIE FAYE PRICE 
ATTIE FAUGHN 
R. E. GooOGION 





SECRETARY (2 MO,) 







(JuLY AND AuGuST 1959--$783.32 










MAvis McCAMISH INSTRUCTOR 4,808.36 
(JuLY AND AuGusT 1959--$766.66 
SEPT, I, 1959-JuNE 30, 196o--$4,041. 70) 
Ru:HARc G. JAcKsoN INSTRUCTOR (I 0 MO,) 4, 700. 00 
(ToTAL SALARY $5,60o-..,SEE FINE ARTS FOR BALANcE) 
LoTTYE SuiTER 
VENONA RoGERS 
GoLDA P. WATERS 
JoE NELL RAvauRN 
GARRETT BESHEAR 














SEF'T, I, 1959-JuNE 30, 196o--$4,041. 70) 
JosiAH DARNALL AssT. PRoF. 4,300.00 
(ToTAL SALARY $6,250- SEE FINE ARTs FOR BALANcE) 
ToTAL 
$ 2,880.00 



























ADDITIONAL LABOR F.'OR MILKING AND HARVESTING 
LIBRARY 
HENSLEY C. WooosRJDGE 
ANN H. CoHRON 
LIBRARIAN 
AssT. LIBRARIAN 
(AuG. 8, 1959 - JuNE 30, 196Q-'-ANNUAL 
RATE $5,000. 00) 
LA JEAN WIGGINS 
LAuRIE IKERD 
MAMIE ANDERSON 
ANNIE LEE GuNTER 
BuaL..DJNGS AND GRoUNDS 
I. H. f<Ey 
JAMES J. .ARMBRUSTER 
Eo AoAMs 
ZELMA RuMFELT 










T. c. MILLER PLUMBER1S HELPER 
C. WESLEY KEMPER GRas. AND HousaNG 








GEORGE E. BARRETT 
0. R. JEFFREY 
(ToTAL SALARY $3,18G--sEE 
AcRE MILLER 
E. H. GREGORY 
HARRY MoRTON 






ERVIE G. WILLOUGHBY 
MARSHALL FuQuA 
LouiE DuNN 
W. H. CRuTCHER 
GLocKous STONE 
IRA KEMP 






















TRuCK AND Bus DRIVER 








































































MARY w. BROWN 
MABRY TRAVIS 





















JAN I TRESS 
JANITOR 
I .. ~ 
CLEANING AND FtRJNG FuRNACE 
, 
JANITOR 
DEAN OF WoMEN AND 
HEAD HousE D1REC~OR 
.. 
AssT. HousE DIRECTOR 
AssT. HousE DIRECTOR 
JANITOR (3 Mo.) 









2,160.00 (MEALS AND APARTMENT) 
1,920.00 
2,100.00 


















(IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT THE SALARIES FOR OTHER CAFETERIA EMPLOYEES BE DEFINITELY SET AFTER 





GEORGIA S. CuTCHIN 
ALBERT f<Ey 
GEORGE D. THOMPSON 
fiNE ARTS BuiLDING 
CoNNIE MILLS 
R. L. MoNTGOMERY 
COLLEGE BOOKSTORE 
W. I. SLEDD, JR. 

































PRESIDENT WooDS RECOMMENDED THAT THE ACTJV.ITY FEE BE RAISED FROM $1.50 TO $4.50 AND 
THAT THE GEMERAL LABORATORY FEE BE RAISED FROM $3.00 TO $4.00. 
MoTION WAS MADE BY MR. ScHOEPFLIN THAT THE BoARD AUTHORIZE THE INCREASE IN THE 
79 
ACTIVITY FEE AND IN THE GENERAL. LABORATORY FEE, THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. LITCHFIELD 
AND WAS CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
MoTION wAs 
LISTED THERE IN 
MADE ev MR. ScHOEPFLIN THAT 
FOR THE 1959-60 FISCAL YEAR, 
THE BoARD APPROVE THE BUDGET AND EMPLOY PERSONNEL 
THIS MOTION. WAS SECONDED BY MR. LITCHFIELD 
AND THE ROLL WAS CAL..LED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS! MR. 5cHOEPFLJN, AYE; 
MR. DoRAN• AvE; MR. MITCHELL.AvE; MR. BLACKBURN. Ho; MR. LITCHFIELD, AvE; AND DR. MARTIN, 
AYE, 
MR. BLACKBURN STATED THAT HIS REASONS FOR VOTING NO ON THE 8uoGET WERE THAT IT WAS 
HIS UNDERSTANDING THAT THE AVERAGE SALARY FOR FACULTY MEMBERS WAS TO BE $6,700, THAT 
THE AMOUNT APPROPRIATED WAS NOT DESIGNATED FOR SALARIES, AND THAT THE MONEY DESIGNATED 
FOR INSTRUCTIONAL. SALARIES WAS BEING BUDGETED FOR OTHER PURPOSES. 
MR. P. W. ORDWAY TO BE R&-!MSTATED As Buslt<ESS MAMAG&R EFFECTIVE MAy I. 1959 
THE FOL.L.OWING !...ETTER WAS RECEIVED AND READ BY DR. MARTIN: 
:.D.R. R. H. WooDs AND 
BOARD OF REGENTS 
MuRRAY STATE CoL.L.EGE 
MuRRAY, KENTUCKY 
GENTLEMEN: 
1402 HuGHES Av&t<UE 
MuRRAY, KENTUCKY 
APRIL 14, 1959 
RESIGNED MY POSITION AT MuRRAY STATE CoL.L.EGE DUE TO IL.L.NEss. I REALIZE THAT . . ... 
MADE MISTAKES WHICH WERE EMBARRASSING TO THE COLLEGE. I DEEPLY REGRET MY 
MISTAKES, AND I CAN ASSURE VOU THAT I WILL NEVER MAKE SUCH MISTAKES AGAIN, 
AM TRULY REMORSEFUL OF ANY ACTION ON MY PART WHICH REFL.ECTED UNFAVORABLY ON 
MuRRAY STATE CoLL.EGE AND ME. 
HAVE SPENT CONSIDERABLE TIME IN THE HOS~IT~L..t AND ~EEL..THAT ~M _CURE_Dt THEREFORE, 
sHOULD LIKE FOR vou TO GIVE ME THE OPP~R!';J~Ir.:- :o RETUR~ :~ MuRRAy .~TATE CoL.LEGE 
AS BusiNESS MANAGER AND GIVE ME ONE MORE O~POR-.:u.N!TX .T!=' PROVE MYSELF, 
I HAVE ENDEAVORED TO RIGHT MVSEL.F WITH C?~D, MY FAMILY, AND MY FRIENDS; AND I CAN 
ASSURE YOU THAT I AM NOW AND WILL. CONTINUE TO L.IVE A CHRISTIAN L.IFE SO LONG AS 
I MAY LIVE. 
I HAVE SPENT PRACTICALLY ALL OF MY ADULT LIFE WORKING FOR MuRRAY STATE <;:oLLEGEi 
AND MY HEART WILL ALWAYS BE THERE. ) AM MOST APPRECIATIVE OF AL.L PAST CONSIDERATIONS 
AND MOST HUMBLY AND RESPECT~UL.L.Y .REQ-UEST THAT I BE GIVEN ONE MORE OPPORTUNITY TO . . . 
SERVE MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE. I PL.EDGE LOYALTY, OBEDIENCE, AND couRTESY. 
VERY TRULY YOURS, 
(S) P. W. ORDWAY 
DR. MARTIN ALSO READY A TELEGRAM FROM MR. WHITE WHO WAS ABSENT AND A LETTER FROM 
DR. JoHN QuERTERMous REGARDING MR. 0RDWAY1S PHYSICAL FITNESS. AFTER A LENGTHLY 
DISCUSSION MOTION WAS MADE BY MR. BLACKBURN THAT MR. P. W. ORDWAY BE RE-INSTATED AS 
BuSINESS MANAGER OF MuRRAY STATE CoL.L.EGE EFFECTIVE MAY 1, 1959, BASED .oN THE BoARDts 
CONFIDENCE IN HIM AND HIS LETTER WRITTEN TO DR, WoODS AND MEMBERS OF THE BoARD AT A 
SALARY OF $8,500 PER YEAR AS SET FORTH IN THE BuDGET. THIS MOTION WILL AMEND THE ACTION 
oF THE BoARD oN ~ANUARv 19, 1~59. TH1~ ~?-z:-1?~ ~As sEcoNDED sv MR. LITCHFIELD IF DR. 
Wooos CONCURS IN THE CONSIDERATION OF THE MOTION1 AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION 
WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS: MR. ScHOEPFLIN, AvE; MR. DoRAN, AYE; MR. MITCHELL, PASSED; 
MR. BLACKBURN. AYE; MR. LITCHFIELD, AYE; AND DR. MARTIN, AYE. 
80 
REPORT OF THE AcTING BusiNESS MANAGER APPROVED 
MoTION wAs MADE av MR. ScHOEPFLIN THAT THE BoARD ACCEPT THE FOLLOWING REPORT OF THE 
AcTING BusiNEss MANAGER! 
REPORT OF JAMES A ROGERS 
AcTING BusiNEss MANAGER 
TO THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF REGENTS OF 
MURRAY STATE COLLEGE 
APRIL 28, 1959 
THE .FOLLOWING REPORT IS SUBMITTED FOR THE INFORMATION AND CONSIDERATION OF THE PRESIDENT 
AND BOARD OF REGENTS OF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE! 
I. SUMMARY OF FUND OPERATIONS AS OF MARcH 31, 1959 
Al...L.OT ME NTS UNENCUMBERED 
OR ENCUMBRANCES 
AccouNT No. RECEIPIS BA~NCE 
36-2-01-001 STATE APPROPRIATION .• 0 •• $1,046,210.00 $810,372.03 $235,837. 97 
36-2-13-001 REVOLVING FuND •••••••• 634,317.34 549,543.47 84,773.87 
36-2-13-101 BuiLDING, CoNsTRUCTION AND 
RENOVATION .••••••• 85,940.00 10,000.00 75,940.00 
II. CAFETERIA STATEMENT- JuNE 1, 1958 - JANUARY 31, 1959 
RECEIPTs: 
STUDENT MEAL TICKETS 
CAsH REcEIVED AT DooR • 
OTHER CREDITS! 
MEALS FOR EMPLOYEES. 
(NuRSES AND HousE DIRECToRs) 




SALARIES AND WAGES • 
FooD PRODUCTS. 
UTILITIES •••••••• 
CoAL AND GAs. • • • • • 
REPAIRS TO EQUIPMENT. 
LAuNDRY AND DRY CLEANING. 
HousEHOLD AND KITCHEN SuP.PL.tEs. 
























CAFETERIA- CoMPARATIVE STATEMENTs FOR THE PAST FOuR YEARS 
JuNE I, 1957- JANUARY 31, 1958 GAIN $11,799.74 
JuNE I, 1956- JANUARY 31, 1957 GAIN 8,558.67 
JuNE I, 1955- JANUARY 31, 1956 Loss 3,997.30 
MAY 28, 1954- fEBRUARY 28, 1955 GAIN I ,923.18 
III. CANNERY STATEMENT- JuLY I, 1958- MARcH 31, 1959 
RECEIPTS: 










SALARIES AND W>AGES • 
REPAIRS. :oo· EQUIPMENT. 
CoMMERCIAL SuPPLIES • 
RENTAL OF EQUIPMENT 
MISCEL.L..A..NEOUS. 
F.I.C.A. TAXES 







FARM STATEMENT.,. JuLY 1,.1958.,. MARcH 31,.1959 
REcEIPTs: 
FARM AND GARDEN PRODUCTS 
ToeAcco (. 6 ACRE). 
ToeAcco ..•..•. 
RED CLOVER SEED • 
PouLTRY AND EGGS, 
DAIRY PRODUCTS • 
LIVESTOCK, •••• 
SHow PREMIUMS • 
FILLING Sn.o ... 
SoiL ButLDING PROGRAM 
MISCEL.L..ANEOUS •••••• 














SALARIES AND WAGES • 
VETERINARY AND TESTING SERVICE. 
TRAVEL". •••• 0 •••••• 0 ••••• 
ELECTRICITY AND TELEPHONE •••• 
MAINTENANCE OF VEHICLES AND EQUIPMENT 
MAINTENANCE OF BuiLDINGS AND GRoUNDS 
DAIRY PRODUCTS •••••••••• 
FEEDS AND FoRAGE •••••••• 
MOToR FuELS AND LuBRICANTS • 
HEATING FuELS ••••••• 














SEEDS AND FERTILIZER. 3,129. 95 
CoMMERCIAL. SuPPLIES • . .383. 50 
INSURANCE . . . • . . • . 1,138.60 
RENTAL OF EQuiPMENT 448.29 
MISCELLANEOUS. 698.50 
F.I.C.A. TAXES..... 256.50 
K E. R. S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 376. 82 
MAcHINERY AND EQUIPMENT (SuRPLUS DuMP TRucK) 187.95 
BuiLDINGS AND FtxED EQUIPMENT. • • . . • • . • • 3.!58.61x 
ToTAL ExPENDITURES ExcEEDING RECEIPTS 
X )NCLUDES $1,653.70 FOR CONSTRUCTION OF NEW 
MILKING PARLOR, BAc.ANCE OF $1,504.91 FOR 
NEW EQUIPMENT, . ' 
I V. BONDED ACCOUNTS- STATEMENTS OF MARcH 31, 1959 
HEALTH BuiLDING AND HoME MANAGEMENT HousE 
BAL.ANCE IN BuiLDING REVENUE AccouNT., •••• 
8A~HCE IN BoNo AND INTEREST AccouNT ••••• 
BALANCE IN OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE AccT. 
ToTAL oN DEPOSIT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
U. 5. TREASURY BoNDS PURCHASED FROM 
suRPLUS IN HEALTH BuiLDING AccouNTs: 
. .. 
'··. 











BANK OF MuRRAY 
PEOP:LES BANK 
BANK OF MuRRAY 
,...... 
'i:l 
DATE OF PuRcHAsE 0.. 
U. S. TREASURY BoND 
U. S. TREASURY BoND 
No. 25909 - 2-:1/8 
No. 15501 - 2-1/2 
PERCENT 
PERCENT 
BoNDS OUTSTANDING ON THIS ACCOUNT $27,000,00,. 
INTEREST RATE 4 PERCENT AND FINAL MATURITY DATE;: 
NovEMBER 1, 1963. AMouNT TO BE PAID cuRING. 
PERIOD APRIL I, 1959 - APRIL I, 1960 FOR 
BONDS $6o(lQQ.Q0, INTERES~ $1,080.0() .. 
~~ • L "o .. ·····. '··-· 
fJNE ARTS BuiLDING 
BALANCE IN BuiLDING REvENUE AccouNT •. 
BALANCE IR BoNo AND INTEREST AccOUNT, • 
BALANCE IN OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE AccouNT 
ToTAL oN DEPOSIT. • • • • • • • • . ••••.• 
U. S. TREASURY BoNo PuRCHASE-D FROM 
SURPLUS IN FINE ARTS Buu .. oiNG AccouNT: 
$10,000.00 
10.000.00 
. $20.000. 00 




AuG. I, 1954 
JAN; 21, 1956 
DEPOSITED 
BANK OF MuRRAY 
BANK oF MuRRAY 
BANK OF MuRRAY 
I 
. . 
U. S, TREASURY BoNo No. 25723 - 2-1/8 PERCENT $10,000.00 
DATE OF PuRCHASE 
JAN. 21, 1956 
BoNDS OUTSTANDING ON THIS ACCOUNT $14,QQQ.QQ. 
INTEREST RATE 2-V4 PERCENT AND FINAL MATURITY .DATE 
APRIL 1, 1961. AMOUNT TO BE PAID DURING PERIOD .. 
APRIL I, 1959- APRIL I, 1960 FOR BONDS $4,000.00, .. 
INTEREST $270.00. 
1954 REVENUE BoNo AND INTEREST AccouNT (BAsKETBALL FIELDHOuse:.) 
BALANCE IN BoNo AND INTEREST AccOUNT ••••••.•.•.•••.• 
BoNoS OUTSTANDING ON THIS ACCOUNT $144,000.00 .. 
INTEREST RATE 3-V4 PERCENT JuLY I, 1955 TO JuLY I, 19:70 
AND J PERCENT FROM JuLY 1, 1970 TO JULY 1, 197.2, FINAL 
.. MATURIT"'lDATE .. JuLY I, 1972. AMOUNT. TO BE PAID DURio,IG 
PERIOD APRIL I, 1959- APRIL I, 1960. FOR BONDS. $8,000 .. 00, 








1955 DoRMITORY REvENUE BoNDs- Wooos HALL 
BALANCE IN DoRMITORY REvENUE AccouNT. 
BALANCE IN SINKING FuND AccOUNT • 
ToTAL oN DEPOsiT. 
. .... ... ... . 50.0!?.48 
. ......... $74,691.15 
THE KY. TRusT Co . 
LouiSVILLE, Kv. 
BoNOS OUTSTANDING ON THIS ACCOUNT $8Q5,QQ0.QQ .. 
INTEREST RATE 2-¥4 PERCENT AND FINAL MATURITY .DATE 
DECEMBER 1,1995. AMOUNT TO BE PAID DURING P.ERIOD 
APRIL I, 1959- APRIL I, 1960 FOR BONDS $13,000.00, 
INTEREST $22,137.50. 
THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. LITCHFIELD AND WAS CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
A DiscussiON OF THE CAsE OF M1ss VIRGINIA EvANS 
IN KEEPING WITH A PREVIous REQUEST sv MR. 8L.AcKsuRN; DEAN NAsH, MRs. HEsTER, AND DR. 
HoGANcAMP wERE cALLED INTO THE BoARD MEETING. MR. BLACKBURN oiscussEo THE sJruAraoN 
INvOLVING VIRGINIA EvANS, A TRANSFER STUDENT FROM PADucAH JuNIOR CoLLEGE. DR. Wooos 
EXPLAINED TO THE BoARD THAT IT WAS THE POLICY AND PATTERN AT MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE 
FOR THE HEAD OF THE DEPARTMENT IN WHICH THE STUDENT IS MAJORING TO CHECK TO SEE THAT 
REQUIREMENTS FOR AN AREA OR A:IAJOR HAVE BEEN .. MET, . 0R, HOGANCAMP STATED TH.AT EACH TIME 
HE HAD couNSELED WITH M1ss EvANs, SHE INOICAT.ED THAT SHE HAD HAD AovANCED TYPING, AND 
IT WAS NOT UNTIL HE CHECKED HER REQUIR.E;:MENT$ IN MARcH THAT HE DISCOVERED THAT SHE WAS 
APPARENTLY SHORT ONE COURSE IN TYPING, DR, .Wooos STATED THAT .H~ HAD SUGGESTED TO DR. 
HOGANCAMP THAT HE CONSIDER THE FEASIBILITY OF GIVING THE GIRL AN EXAMINATION, IT WAS 
REPORTED TO THE BoARD THAT THE EXAMINATION HAD BEEN GIVEN, THE GIRL HAD PASSED THE E~MINATION, 
AND AS FAR AS IT IS KNOWN AT THIS TIME, SHE HAS MET ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF GRADUATION AND 






MoraoN wAs MADE BY MR. MITCHELL THAT THE MEETING BE ADJOuRNED. THIS MOTION wAs 
s.ECONDED av MR. ScHOEPFLIN AND wAS CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. THE MEETING WAS ADJOURNED 
AT 4;!5 P,M. 
